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Franklin D. Roosevelt

          One of the big challenges FDR faced was the Great Depression. This was a time

when many people didn't have jobs or money, and things were really tough for

families. FDR worked hard to create programs that helped people get jobs and

support their families. He called his plan the New Deal. This helped the country get

back on its feet.

          Franklin D. Roosevelt, often called FDR, was a

very important person in American history. He was

the 32nd president of the United States. He was

born in 1882 in New York. FDR faced many

challenges, but he helped the country during some

of its hardest times.

         FDR also led the country during World War II. He wanted to keep the country

safe and help other countries �ght for freedom. He gave speeches to inspire and

reassure the American people. One famous line from his speech says, "The only

thing we have to fear is fear itself." This meant that fear can hold us back, and we

should be brave in the face of challenges.

        Despite facing a lot of di�culties, FDR stayed positive and worked hard to make

things better. He believed that the government should help take care of its people.

          He served as president for four terms, longer than anyone else in history. His

leadership helped America become stronger and more united.
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         Franklin D. Roosevelt is remembered as a leader who guided the country

through tough times with courage and determination.
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1) Who was Franklin D. Roosevelt?

2) What challenges did FDR face during his time as president?

3) What was the New Deal?

5) How did FDR show leadership during World War II?

4) What was one of FDR's famous lines from his speeches? What did it mean?
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7) How long did Franklin D. Roosevelt serve as president?
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6) Why is FDR remembered as an important leader?
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